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ABSTRACT
This paper presents NEMOS, a semantic framework for
deploying service oriented architecture on lightweight
mobile devices such as sensor networks and cell
phones. Definition and coordination of service
compositions is performed using highly compact
mobile agents, in an environment tailored for
distributed task control. Device contents and
capabilities are described using ontological metadata,
permitting rich data semantics and facilitating service
compositions for easy interoperability of sparse mobile
devices.
Keywords: mobile agents, SOA, web services, service
ontology, service composition

1.

Introduction

Service oriented architectures (SOA) have
developed great potential for business interoperation.
They allow loose coupling of services available in a
heterogeneous network, creating complex reusable
added value services which can be accessed on demand.
Using this architecture a mobile user can take
advantage of processing capabilities of devices in the
immediate environment, by representing a high level
task through an aggregation of device services.
Most existing service architectures have been
built on powerful platforms, and thus developed into
complex standards. However, the full scope of most
standards is not yet suitable for deployment on mobile
devices.
Several difficulties arise in lightweight mobile
devices which impede deployment of standard SOA
architectures. Low processor capability and power
consumption constraints limit processing power.
Formatting messages as XML data presents a
considerable overhead in processing and transmission
of inter-service messaging. Communication bandwidth,
availability and frequency are also constrained due to
increased device mobility and power constraints. Thus
preferred is an architecture in which messages are
simple and program execution can be decoupled from
unused network entities. A more pragmatic difficulty
with such a disconnected infrastructure is the inability

of a component to easily know what kind of data and
services are offered by its peers. Providing semantic
descriptions to device content offers a solution such that
network hosts can more easily aggregate content.
We propose a service architecture for lightweight
devices which uses a simple mobile agent system to
manage services and data semantically described in
device ontologies. Mobile agent environments allow
programs and associated data to autonomously travel
between network hosts while executing a distributed
task. The NEMO agent system used for our prototype is
a lightweight framework well suited for extension to
distributed service control. This minimal system has
been previously deployed on Nokia S60 handsets, while
another version with similar capabilities is in
development for use on sensor networks.
The
mobile
agent
approach
reduces
communication and processing overhead by
transferring the service coordination logic to the
execution site, removing the need for centralized
coordination and persistent connectivity between hosts.
Message overhead due to XML encapsulation is also
eliminated by treating service arguments and results as
mobile agent data. Service composition can be flexibly
expressed through the rich, yet compact, agent control
language. Descriptions of data and services through
ontological metadata allow the user and agents a
semantic level view of network device contents, and
permit on-the-fly creation of syntactically correct
service compositions. The OWL-S language [6] allows
ontological description of web services, and is intended
for use by Semantic Web services [7]. Our system uses
OWL representation for describing device services and
data.
The current developments in service oriented
architectures have mostly focused on development of
service and process description architectures. The most
popular SOA technology is the Web Services
architecture [1]. Services from different vendors define
their interfaces using a common standard, the Web
Service Definition Language (WSDL) [2], and the
communication is usually enabled by XMLencapsulated SOAP [3] messages over HTTP. UDDI
[4] registries are employed for service discovery.
Abstract control flow of business processes is described
by the high level BPEL4WS standard [5]. The rich
language can define complex composition of services

through a variety of control constructs, but extends
beyond the scope of a minimal service architecture to
include such concepts as fault recovery operations and
policies for partnered interaction.
Combinations of ontological service descriptions
and agent environments have been researched, but
systems have swayed from interfacing on lightweight
devices. Mobile agent systems have previously been
employed to communicate with web services in mobile
environments [10, 11], and perform BPEL processes
[12, 13], however these systems are too heavyweight
for deployment on cell phones or sensor networks. The
existing mobile agent architectures for sensor networks
[16, 17, 18] have not been shown applicable for service
composition.
In the following section we describe the
architecture of the NEMOS system. Section 2.1 focuses
on the mobile agent environment and Section 2.2
describes the service composition layer. Section 2.3
shows our system prototype in operation for searchand-rescue scenario. A summary of our architecture,
along with considerations for further research are
presented in Section 3.

We will first outline the mobile agent platform
then show how a complex semantic layer can be
deployed on this infrastructure.

2.

Algorithm UpdateMap:
1.
Repeat
2.
Read sensor value into MapPoint service argument 1
3.
Read sensor location into MapPoint service argument 2
4.
Execute in parallel:
a.
Jump to known mapping device
Update the map point risk value.
Terminate branch.
b.
Broadcast self to all sensor neighbours
5.
Continue loop.

System Architecture

The system is formed by a semantic layer
describing device contents whose operation is enabled
by the mobile agent framework.
The data and services offered by each network
device are described by ontological metadata. Device
data is assumed to be classified into ontological objects
which hold certain named property values or
relationships to other objects. Device services are also
represented in the ontologies, having specific object
inputs and outputs which forms a typed definition
permitting easy visualization and syntactic composition.
Figure 1 shows some possible services and objects
provided by a cell phone.
A lightweight mobile agent environment is
used to manage the execution of dynamic processes
within the network. The semantic service layer has been
built on top of the NEMO mobile agent system,
developed for deployment on Nokia handheld devices.

Figure 1. Ontological description of data and services
provided by a cell phone.

2.1.

Mobile Agent Environment

The execution environment follows a typical
mobile agent paradigm. An agent is composed of a
program description and mobile data, while each
network node provides named services and local data.
The agent framework is based on the high
level Wave language [13]. The coarse grained language
constructs are designed for distributed process control,
making this agent system perfectly suitable for use in
mobile service coordination applications. The granular
nature of the language allows compact agents to
describe complex processes, and be deployed under an
architecture simple enough to execute on lightweight
devices. The NEMO agent system has been developed
for the Java Mobile Edition and deployed on Nokia
6620 and 7610 handsets. The service architecture can
also be deployed on sensor networks, on top of the
MicroWAVE agent system [8] currently under
development.

Agent code
RP(?gVal. Frma_1=Fr. ?gLoc. Frma_2=Fr.
(#Fmapper. rma?mapPoint.!, #)).

Figure 2. Example of a mapping agent integrating
sensor network with mapping device.
The language allows data to be accessed
directly through named variables, and services are
called through a special system call interface. An
example of the language is shown in Figure 2.
Miscellaneous services such as list manipulation and
mathematical functions can be standard in all the
environments and available in all nodes, while
specialized services exist only in specific nodes. An
agent can store complex objects, whose data properties
are directly accessible. Subprograms can also be
defined within an agent, and can be invoked at any
point during its execution as procedure calls.
The rest of the language constructs handle
program flow control and code mobility. An agent may
execute instructions sequentially or split its program for
parallel execution, as the example illustrates. An

instruction is provided for transferring the agent
execution to a different network location. Constructs
also exist for conditional execution (if-then-else),
repetition of a specific program block, or terminating an
agent’s existence.
The minimal agent system architecture is
outlined in Figure 3. The network interface receives
agents and places them in an agent queue. When the
interpreter is ready to execute, it parses an agent from
the queue, prepares the first instruction for execution
and places the rest of the agent back in the queue. The
instruction is then executed, an action which can cause
application services or data to be accessed, the agent to
transfer to another node, execution to expand (such as
in the case of a local procedure call), or terminate an
agent’s execution.

of an agent. Figure 4 shows an example of a
constructed process, and its associated agent
implementation code. Compositions can be saved as
complex services within a host, and reused through a
normal service invocation. It is possible to enhance
network nodes to learn composite services by
broadcasting new service definitions related to their
neighbors’ interests, or by monitoring agent traffic.
Internal details of service composition and
choreography will be further detailed in Section 2.3.

Agent code:
?findScanner. (r?getVideoInput. (r?broadcastSignal, r?analyseFreq.
notifyUser?sync. r?notifyUser), r?getOwner. notifyUser?sincf).

Figure 4. A simple service composition and associated
agent code.
Figure 3. Mobile agent environment architecture.
Due to the richness of language constructs, and
simplicity of the design, the architecture creates a
scalable, modular lightweight infrastructure upon which
complex services may be deployed and coordinated.

2.2.

Semantic Layer

The agent framework uses metadata to
describe semantics of the contents and capabilities of a
device, an approach which has several advantages. The
semantic details provide a rich description of content,
facilitating complex queries and navigation. This
description also creates easy integration of data and
services between devices, allowing a human or
automated agent to determine relationships between
data and create meaningful compositions of services. It
also allows autonomous agents to adapt to their
environment as they navigate the network.
We will approach the details of service and
data domains separately. Services may update the data
on a device, perform analysis on an object, or interact
with the user. Defining services as part of the same
ontology as the data domain permits one to indicate the
types of input and output objects, allowing the agent to
easily identify which type of objects are affected by
each service, and how objects may relate to each other
through the use of services. Most importantly, the
strong syntactic definition allows valid composition of
services into complex programs. This facility combined
with the mobile agent platform’s several constructs for
dynamic program control permits for complex service
compositions to be defined within the implementation

Ontological descriptions of data allow device
contents to be represented by objects, as in the objectoriented programming paradigm. Agents have fine
grained control over object properties, and inspection or
modification of data fields is possible with a single
command. Moreover, ontological descriptions allow
definition of subclass and superclass relationships
between objects, allowing generalized service
descriptions and data access.

2.3.

Mobility and Composition

Agents in this framework navigate between
network hosts and coordinate execution of services as
specified in itinerary compositions. An agent holds data
related to each service execution in its local variables,
which transfer with the agent to subsequent services. To
conserve an agent’s data space, it is possible to
explicitly discard data variables if it is known they will
not be used by subsequent services, or automatically if
this information can be deduced by analysis of the
program itinerary. By analyzing a program itinerary,
the system can also exploit the distributed nature of a
task. An agent can automatically split execution into
multiple parallel paths when inputs to a service can be
separate execution branches. When an entity reaches a
service whose inputs come from multiple branches, it
may either wait for uncompleted branches to provide
results or notify failure, or join with the existing results
and execute the service.
Due to the strongly typed nature of service
definitions, it is possible to create a service composition
on demand, as long as contributing services are

discovered in advance. In some situations it is useful to
have the capacity to compose programs on the fly,
specifically when the user does not know what services
will be available in the surrounding area, or what tasks
will need to be performed in a specific situation. If
intelligent service discovery mechanisms are available,
it is even possible for agents to determine their own
itinerary based on semantic information.
Consider the scenario of a plane crash in a
mountain peak, where a sensor network was previously
deployed for avalanche monitoring. Assume a search
and rescue team comes on site and wishes to use the
capabilities of the sensor network and any survivor’s
devices that may be available. Ontological description
of possible device contents are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6.b. The management user interface provides
tools for network topology visualization (right),
ontology management (left), service composition
(bottom).

Figure 5. Integrated ontologies in search and rescue
scenario.
A simple area mapping agent is built using the
ontological description from the sensor network, as was
presented in Figure 2. The agent is broadcast to all
sensor motes, gathers their readings and locations by
invoking appropriate services, then to a visualization
device which produces a map for the rescue
coordinator. The mapping device can now provide this
program as a regular service to the network, along with
other compositions such as finding a safe path between
two points, or monitoring the area and alerting users if
they are entering zones of high risk.
Algorithm RescueWounded:
1. Find a wounded person
2. Find an available medic
3. Using sensor network, compute a safe path
between wounded and medic.
4. Find a transport vehicle
5. Using the availability of the vehicle and
medic, schedule a transport to the wounded.
6. Execute in parallel:
a. Reserve space in the hospital and
notify the staff.
b. Notify the person that a medic will
be arriving.
Figure 6.a. Algorithm for scheduling medical treatment
of wounded person.

As more devices are discovered, a variety of
data and services become available for integration.
Equipped with a visualization tool and flexible program
composition capabilities, a rescue coordinator can
immediately take advantage of the network
information. Figure 6 outlines an algorithm for finding
and scheduling transport and medical care for a
wounded person, while the corresponding user interface
shows the resulting program composition. The user
interface pictured was developed for a high-end
coordination device, and is intended for ontology
visualization and manipulation, service composition,
and network monitoring. The composition module
tracks available network services and provides a trivial
click-and-drag interface for programming service
coordination agents.

3.

Conclusions and Future work

We have presented the NEMOS system
architecture and prototype. The system combines the
existing NEMO mobile agent technology with
ontological descriptions of network device data and
services, to enable a service oriented architecture for
lightweight devices such as handheld phones and sensor
networks.
Further research will be focused on adding
semantic data to services and implementing a
lightweight overlay, such that agents can autonomously
discover and compose an itinerary based on predefined
inputs and outputs. An agent will then be able to
navigate through areas unknown at program
composition, or modify its behavior without user
reprogramming.
A future difficulty in deploying over a large
variety of hosts is that increased heterogeneity of

ontologies will make it challenging to integrate network
data and services. If ontologies become diverse, the
GODIS [14] system provides a mechanism of
aggregating objects from different ontologies into a
single unified entity without standardizing on a single
unified ontology.
Optimizations to the agent system, such as
communication compression, agent conversion to
bytecode, and a lighter system footprint can also be
investigated if necessary. Deployment of the system in
a large scale network and measuring processing speeds
for various tasks will be done in the near future.
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